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WHY? The primary challenge - inactivity



Inequalities that are stubborn
Socio-economics (Inactivity)



2020 targets - staging post for 
major step change

2016 -
Baselines

2020 - Scale 
change and

learning

2025 -
Population 
level step 
change

“We believe that it is for Sport England to 
make an evidence-based assessment of 
the exact scale of change they 

envisage achieving given their 

interventions… 

Government is therefore open to Sport 
England setting targets of a step-change 
in engagement by 2020 in those areas 

of the country or key population 

groups on which it focuses significant 

resource. 

This should pave the way for a major 

step-change in engagement across the 
country by 2025.”

Sporting Future



2020 - a set of targets –
whole system change

Increase activity levels 
of England adult 

population (16-74)

Increase 
women’s 
activity 
levels

(nationally)

Increase 
Low SEG 
activity 
levels

(in targeted 
places)



Primary focus on under-rep groups and their outcomes:

Increase of at least 

500k active people

Increase of 
at least 

250k 
Women 

(nationally)

Increase of 
at least

100k Low 
SEG 
(in 

targeted 
places)



The need for change

• The complex inactivity challenge - most vivid and 
best tackled locally - demands new thinking

• The ever tougher local environment of diminishing 
resources is seeking change

• Testing whether Whole System Change in a place 
can realise a population level increase in physical 
activity levels 

• Never been done before – it is a BIG 
CHALLENGE! 



Local Delivery Pilots - outcomes
We need to learn how to get:

• More people living active lives - significantly decrease 
inactivity

• Improved inclusivity - increase the proportion of under-
represented groups 

• Improved wider outcomes – as a result of activity

• Transformational change – replicated

• We have chosen to do it by geography - Towards an Active 
Nation sets this out.

• Local Delivery Pilots are the key plank in our strategy



How? - Whole Systems Approach
Policy

Physical 
environment

Organisations and 
Institutions

Social 
environment

Individual

Local strategy, policy, laws, rules, 
regulations, codes

Built, natural, transport links

Schools, health care, 
businesses, faith organisations, 
charities, clubs

Individual relationships, families, 
support groups, social networks

Individual attitudes, beliefs, 
knowledge, needs, behaviours

Source: Socio-Ecological Model 



What is it – getting things to align?

TO



12

12 Pilot Locations

12

Exeter & Cranbrook

Birmingham & Solihull 

Pennine Lancashire 

Bradford

Redcar and Cleveland & Middlesbrough 

Calderdale 
Doncaster

Southall, Ealing
Hackney

Withernsea East Riding of Yorkshire

Essex 

Greater Manchester



Why Calderdale?
• Throughout the rigorous assessment process we 

tested each locality on a number of aspects:

– Understanding of Place
– Understanding of People
– Leadership
– Outcomes
– Learning
– Partners
– Readiness
– Commitment
– Sustainability



Why CALDERDALE?
• Track record of systems thinking and doing things differently, working with IBM 

and the Design Council on behaviour change challenges
• Leaders focused on a shared vision for Calderdale and strategy development 

that adopts whole system thinking and change
• Interesting geography and demography – with distinct: places; natural 

environment; and communities living ‘parallel lives’
• Opportunity to work with other LDPs on the active outdoors  
• Appears to be a genuine desire to change, especially around the Health and 

Social Care system – with the desired audience at the centre of the 
improvement process

• All partners could articulate the local outcomes – improving the health of local 
people, by improving access, reducing isolation and building capacity

• Strong emphasis on learning and recognition that learning needs to be widely 
applicable. Calderdale wants to learn from others

• Partners can articulate their role and contribution. Everyone was clear about 
the pilot and what it might achieve



Things to Work on…

• Developing the governance and wider 
engagement – embracing the ‘Unusual 
Suspects’  

• Further defining the desired outcomes and 
impact

• Further clarification and understanding of 
audience – need for the community’s voice 



Next Steps?
• Initial meetings with all pilot areas have been 

taking place to plan:
– Capacity to deliver the LDP
– Insight (understanding of desired audience) 
– Evaluation (desired outcomes and impacts)
– Route Map (framework to the approach)

• Development Award – to provide initial capacity



How will this be different?
• Large investment into a small number of defined 

localities – primarily the inactive  
• Taking a whole systems approach - not project led
• Enhanced commitment of resources from Sport 

England, including corporate expertise 
• SE working shoulder to shoulder with the place to 

solve a common problem – honest, open dialogue

• However – Sport England is still ‘open for business’ 
to support traditional core market provision, through 
our other funding programmes (e.g. capital 
investment etc.) 



Let’s start the conversation

Ben Williams

Tel: 07771974798

Email: ben.williams@sportengland.org

mailto:James.Watmough@sportengland.org


Our Vision: 
Calderdale to be the most active Borough in the North of 
England by 2024
Our Aims:
• To encourage and make it easier for all residents to be more physically active in any 

way they choose
• Targeting inactive people and places to increase participation to improve the health 

of communities
• Use LDP to support the transformation of the health and social care system 

Delivered through:
• Active Communities
• Active Places and Environments
• Active Workplaces
• Active People inc. Sport

How:
To encourage and enable collaboration and co-creation of initiatives to 
empower communities, transformation of our ‘activity’ system, 
leadership from ‘every seat’

Supported by:
• Digital development, innovation, social marketing, planning and design 













Neighbourhood activity hubs 

• To inspire, empower and co-ordinate physical activity 
work within neighbourhoods 

• Different venues – go with passion , energy and existing 
assets-e.g.  fire station bike library, community centre –
staying well , schools, cricket club  

• Identify and work with the 3% ! People who make change 
happen in  their area

• Bring design thinking together along with participatory 
budgeting – micro commissioning 



Participatory budgeting – involving, co producing ,  
engaging and sustaining the work 









Foresight- Full obesity systems map with 
thematic clusters

30
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5 words 
Special responses and universal needs



6 words
When the ‘adults’ change everything 

changes



7 words
How well do you promote physical activity?



Build ‘universal bulldozers’ for PA!





5 words 
Special responses and universal needs







Born stupid
Controls its own development

Responds to personal history









Quality of sleep

Acute effects on executive function

Reduces risk and symptoms of depression

Reduces risk and symptoms of anxiety

Reduces falls and associated injuries

Sleep better, feel better and live better



Strong evidence

Higher PA reduces accumulating 
adiposity

in 3-17 year-olds

Improves bone health
in 3-5 year-olds



6 words
When the ‘adults’ change everything 

changes





Human brain 
A high resistance system



Human-centred design 
Build behaviour



Calming
Empathy

Fear reduction
Insight and vision

Intuition
Morality

Response flexibility
Social responsiveness

Self management

‘…EF is the first to suffer 
when people

are stressed, sad, 
lonely or physically 

unfit.’ 
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No exercise day Exercise day









The view looking inwards…..

• PA enhances children’s brain function
• It depends





Schools’ modelling?



NHS modelling?



7 words
How well do you promote physical activity?





Psychological safety
Belonging

Physical safety

Fun/challenge and play



Personal growth
Belonging

Competence

Long ‘short game’; reward





Explaining dropping-out

Lost energy/Friction
+

Personal progress



Make the
undesirable

desirable

Surpass
your
limits

Harness
peer

pressure

Find
strength

in numbers

Design rewards.
Demand

accountability

Change
the

environment





5      6       7
Special 

responses and
universal needs

How well do 
you promote 

physical 
activity?

When the 
‘adults’ change 

everything 
changes




